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POWER GENERATION PLANT AND METHOD OF OPERATING A POWER

GENERATION PLANT

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention concerns a power generation plant including

a solar radiation receiver for heating a medium stream and a

turbine assembly being arranged to receive the heated medium

stream from the solar radiation receiver, said turbine

assembly being coupled to an electric power generator. The

invention also concerns a method for operating a power

generation plant.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Power generation plants are previously known which

include a number of solar radiation reflectors in turn being

spread over a reception area, and a solar radiation receiver

upon which reflected solar light is concentrated. In

particular, the solar radiation receiver heats a medium stream

to be passed on to a turbine which in turn drives an electric

generator for the production of electrical energy.

The turbine and the associated generator are heavy and

bulky and are thus positioned at a site where they are easily

installed and accessible, whereas the solar radiation receiver

preferably is positioned at a place having best reception

conditions for the combined reflectors which most often is at

a relatively elevated position. Heated medium from the solar

radiation receiver is conducted over isolated conduits to the

turbine .

AIM AND MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE INVENTION

It is an aim of the present invention to address the

drawbacks of the existing plants of the above mentioned kind



and to provide a solution allowing more economic generation of

electricity for such a plant.

This aim is achieved according to a main aspect of the

invention in a power generation plant as indicated above in

that a combustor is positioned downstream of the solar

radiation receiver and upstream of the turbine assembly, that

an air compressor unit having a compressed air outlet is

arranged to supply compressed combustion air to the combustor,

and that a steam generator is arranged to extract heat from an

outlet flow from the turbine assembly, and to produce steam to

be transmitted to a medium stream inlet of the solar radiation

receiver and subsequently to the combustor.

The plant typically includes a set of distributed solar

radiation reflectors which are controlled so as to reflect

solar radiation to the solar radiation receiver. Normally this

means that the solar radiation receiver is positioned at a

considerable height above a ground level.

Steam is superior to air as cooling medium as well as as

heat transfer medium in a solar radiation receiver plant. For

that reason, the invention proposes to utilize steam as main

medium instead of air. Air in the process is preferably

essentially combustion air necessary for combustion so as to

obtain stoichiometry . Hereby it is avoided that energy is

consumed for compressing air (including oxygen) not necessary

for combustion.

Minimizing air improves conditions for recovery of water.

The dew point hereby is raised when air contents is reduced,

whereby water is easy to recover by simple use of ambient air

coolant, and even in tropic ambient, full recovery of water is

made possible. Since solar plants are often located in areas

where there is water shortage, this is a most important

advantage of the invention.



Having a combustor positioned downstream of the solar

radiation receiver and upstream of the auxiliary turbine unit

is what in an effective way opens for combined operation of

the plant. At times, the operation can be completed to the

desired level with combustion energy from a combustible fuel.

Hereby the entire plant can be made not only operational but

also highly effective also when there is limited or no solar

influx to the plant and the plant can be utilized without

restriction to when radiation received from the sun is at full

or almost full strength. This aspect of the invention is thus

important for increasing plant efficiency also under normal

conditions of the solar radiation receiver, when the sun is

shining as expected. Even under such near ideal conditions, it

is likely that a normally functioning solar radiation receiver

delivers process medium heated to 900 - 1300°C, which is

clearly below what would have resulted in best possible cycle

efficiency, which in a plant of the intended kind is around

1400 - 1600°C in order to match the best turbine inlet

parameters .

Taking this into account, it is a great advantage to be

able to top up the turbine inlet temperature by firing the

combustor. This is advantageously combined with sensing

temperatures downstream of the solar radiation receiver and

downstream of the combustor and control fuel supply to the

combustor accordingly in order to reach the desired

temperature level .

The combustor is thus connected in series with the solar

radiation receiver in order to efficiently realize the

hybridisation of the device.

In a hybrid system according to the invention, which

employs a combination of solar energy and combustion energy,

the efficiency, not only of the entire plant, but also of the

separate parts are thus subject to increase compared to



background art systems. The combustor makes it possible to

raise the temperatures to higher levels, which is beneficial

for the efficiency of the entire plant. Hereby one can say

that the energy obtained by the solar receiver is utilized

better since the turbine assembly can work during more optimal

conditions throughout various different modes of operation.

Having a steam generator connected to an outlet from the

turbine assembly so as to extract heat from an outlet flow

from said turbine assembly increases efficiency of the plant

and the opportunity to use steam as being an effective cooling

medium for the receiver. The produced steam is thereupon

passed on to the receiver as being the medium stream (or part

thereof) .

Preferably the solar radiation receiver is arranged to be

positioned at a first location and the turbine assembly is

arranged to be positioned at a second location, at a distance

from the first location, since this is normally advantageous

for efficient solar energy reception.

The combustor can be constructed as a light weight unit

which is extremely suitable for positioning at elevated

positions and in order to form a unit together with the solar

radiation receiver and the auxiliary turbine unit. Close

proximity between the solar radiation receiver and the turbine

results in minimizing requirements for costly materials.

Also, it is preferred that the combustor forms a low flow

resistance unit having a central axis being coaxial with or

crossing a central axis of an outlet from the solar radiation

receiver and being coaxial with a central axis of the

auxiliary turbine unit.

For aiming at a closed system, a condenser is preferably

arranged downstream of the steam generator, wherein means are

arranged to transfer liquid water obtained by the condenser to

the steam generator. Also, preferably, means are arranged to



transfer liquid water obtained by the condenser to: the solar

radiation receiver, a circuit of the air compressor unit

and/or the compressed air outlet of the air compressor unit.

The aim is to minimize use of air which means that additional

water instead must be injected as working medium.

The steam generator contains a water heater and an

evaporator connected in series, which can be separate but are

preferably integrated into one single component, which here is

called "steam generator", with outlets placed differently

according to what is required.

Water pressure is typically raised to, as an example, 50

- 110 bar, by a pump being positioned in a conduit

transmitting said water condensate. A conduit is also arranged

for transmitting steam from the steam generator to an inlet of

the solar radiation receiver, preferably at least partly via

convective cooling channels in the auxiliary turbine unit when

present in the plant. As indicated above, a certain portion of

the steam can be used for film cooling of exposed elements in

the turbine assembly as well as of exposed elements in the

combustor and the solar radiation receiver.

Water from the condenser are as an example typically at a

temperature of about 80°C, but with a pressure of 60 bar in the

water heater, it is possible to reach temperatures up to about

270°C in liquid water exiting the steam generator, which is

advantageous for further usage.

Spraying water into the solar receiver makes it possible

to easily produce additional steam and, according to the main

aspect, fast and easily to increase the proportion of steam in

the medium stream, for example when the received radiation

from the sun is at its peak.

Spraying water in the compressor circuits is advantageous

for reducing temperatures into more manageable levels. The



circuit of the air compressor unit may be an intercooler

circuit .

Transfer of liquid water this way also is an easy way of

affecting the dew point and subsequent heat recovery

downstream of the turbine assembly.

It is highly preferred according to a variant of the main

aspect of the invention and it is also a key feature of an

independent secondary aspect of the invention according to

claims 24 - 41, that an auxiliary turbine unit is positioned

at the first location and is connected, with an inlet, to the

solar radiation receiver so as to receive said medium stream,

expand it, and so as to discharge said medium stream to the

turbine assembly for further expansion, and that the auxiliary

turbine unit is coupled to at least one auxiliary power

consumer for extracting energy from the auxiliary turbine

unit .

The inclusion of an auxiliary turbine unit gives several

advantages. The auxiliary turbine unit is typically a high

pressure turbine taking advantage of high pressure and, when

positioned at the first position, also of the high temperature

prevailing directly down- stream of the solar radiation

receiver. Since process gas expands in the high pressure

turbine, this means that the medium exiting the auxiliary

turbine unit has lower pressure and lower temperature, which

makes transfer to the turbine assembly less problematic as

concerns efficiency losses because of the prevailing pressure

and temperature.

When placed at the first position, the high temperature

level in the outlet of the solar radiation receiver can be

directly fed-in to the auxiliary turbine unit which results in

high process efficiency.

The auxiliary turbine unit being a high pressure turbine

and the solar radiation receiver as well as the auxiliary



power consumer are easily formed to a light, compact unit

which easily can be positioned for example at an elevated

position, and since the process gas exiting the high pressure

turbine has a relatively low temperature it is possible to

transfer it down to the turbine assembly with a minimum of

thermal and pressure losses.

Further, costly materials can be avoided because of the

reduced temperature and pressure. It is also possible to allow

increased temperatures in the receiver without particular

problems which enhances efficiency without having to provide

for high temperature transfer between the first and the second

location, since the temperature in the medium stream

downstream of the auxiliary turbine will have become reduced.

In particular in hybrid mode, when the solar receiver, as

well as the combustor, are active, process medium flowing

through the solar receiver can be a mix of steam and air but

can also be steam only, if combustion air is introduced into

the combustor without having to pass through the solar

receiver .

Preferably, according to the main aspect, the auxiliary

power consumer is an air compressor assembly. Compressed air

and high pressure steam are brought to the receiver in order

to take up solar energy. Mix of steam into air, as a general

rule, increases heat transfer capacity.

The steam can also be used to enhance cooling of

temperature sensitive places in the receiver, in particular

near a radiation inlet window, as well as in the turbine, in

particular in heat exposed turbine blades. It is advantageous

to pass at least part of the steam through the turbine for

cooling purposes before entry thereof in the solar radiation

receiver. A certain portion of the steam can be used for film

cooling of exposed elements in the turbine assembly as well as

of exposed elements in the solar radiation receiver.



Part load efficiency is advantageous on the one hand

because steam can be introduced in suitable amounts during

part load in order to obtain best efficiency, on the other

hand as there is a possibility to vary rotational speed on the

auxiliary turbine unit and associated units for best

efficiency. Basically, the thermal process efficiency is based

on the difference between the temperature level in the

position where heat is taken up by process medium and the

temperature level where the heat is delivered. The difference

should be as great as possible in order to provide best

efficiency, i.e. there is as high a temperature in the

receiver exit as possible and as low a temperature as possible

downstream of the units wherein energy is extracted from the

process medium.

The auxiliary turbine unit and an auxiliary power

consumer being the air compressor unit and, at occasions, the

auxiliary electric generator are preferably placed adjacent to

the solar radiation receiver which in turn is positioned in a

focal area of a solar radiation reflector cluster in order to

reduce efficiency losses. It is particularly useful when the

solar radiation receiver, the auxiliary turbine unit and the

auxiliary power consumer are positioned at an elevated

position in respect of the solar radiation reflector cluster,

such as at a top of a tower, with the turbine assembly being

positioned at a lower level.

The auxiliary turbine unit is preferably directly

connected to a high pressure compressor unit and/or

indirectly, over a speed reducing gear transmission, to a low

pressure compressor unit.

A reheater combustor can be positioned upstream of the

turbine assembly and downstream of the auxiliary turbine unit

in order to enhance the operational conditions for said

turbine assembly and thereby give the possibility to enhance



efficiency of the entire plant. This arrangement is, however,

not preferred here.

It is preferred that means are arranged for heat transfer

purposes to inlet the compressed air, upstream of the

combustor, to a secondary circuit of a heat exchanger having a

primary circuit being connected for heat transfer with at

least one primary circuit coming from the solar radiation

receiver. This makes it possible to use steam heated by the

receiver also for heating combustion air taking advantage of

the superior heat transfer properties of steam compared to

air. Each one of the at least one primary circuit is a closed

branch that leads from the solar radiation receiver and back

thereto after having passed through the heat exchanger to

increase the amount of heat transported from the solar

radiation receiver to the turbine (-s) . Having more than one

primary circuit makes it possible to enhance heat exchange

efficiency.

Preferably the plant includes auxiliary steam generation

means recovering heat from any one of: an intercooler circuit

of the air compressor unit, the compressed air outlet of the

air compressor unit; wherein means are arranged to transfer

generated steam to the solar radiation receiver. Hereby

effective cooling of the compressor circuits can also be

achieved. Recovery of heat from the compressed air outlet of

the air compressor unit means that further amounts of steam

can be used for heat transport and increase of energy led to

the turbine and the plant still being capable to use steam

only as medium for working and for heat transport.

Control of the compressor can be made by adjusting the

compressor guide vanes, by generator controlled compressor

speed or by creating a turbine controlled free shaft.

At occasions it is favourable to arrange for compressed

air to be heated in the solar radiation receiver.



Advantageously, in that case, mixing means are preferably

arranged for mixing such compressed air with steam so as to

form said medium stream.

It is highly preferred that a control unit is arranged to

regulate the operation of the air compressor unit in respect

of compressed combustion air production as a response to

operation of the combustor. Hereby, the compressor can be

regulated according to compressed air requirement determined

by required combustor operation. This way it is avoided that

energy is unnecessarily spent on. Suitably, also fuel supply

to the combustor is controlled accordingly.

It should be noted that reduction of air in the medium

stream makes it necessary to increase the proportion of steam.

This is also preferably regulated as a response to sensed

condition in various places in the medium stream. Increased

steam proportion control is most simply obtained by increased

water spray into one or more of the different components of

the plant .

The invention according to a secondary aspect of the

invention relates to a power generation plant including a

solar radiation receiver for heating a medium stream and a

turbine assembly being arranged to receive the heated medium

stream from the solar radiation receiver, said turbine

assembly being coupled to an electric power generator, wherein

a steam generator is connected to an outlet from the turbine

assembly so as to extract heat from an outlet flow from the

turbine assembly for steam production, and a steam outlet from

the steam generator is connected to an inlet of the solar

radiation receiver for leading produced steam into the solar

radiation receiver.

Usually, in respect of background art solar energy plants

of similar types using steam as working medium, the steam has

been expanded in the turbine as far as possible to ambient



pressure and temperatures. This means that steam, except for

production in the receiver itself, for introduction into the

solar radiation receiver has to be produced in a separate

heater, often using a fuel, whereby inferior total efficiency

can be expected.

According to this aspect of the invention, this is

avoided in that it is arranged such, that steam leaving the

turbine assembly has a relatively high temperature, of

preferably 350°C - 800°C, more preferred 400°C - 700°C, and most

preferred 450°C - 600°C. Hereby the still hot steam leaving the

turbine assembly still carries so much energy that it can be

used in the steam generator for the production of steam of

adequate temperature at adequate pressure for subsequent

introduction into the solar radiation receiver. A pump is

suitably arranged to raise pressure in incoming water to be

heated into steam in the steam generator.

An advantage in using steam only as working medium, in a

plant as described herein, instead of a mix of steam and air,

is that power density of the working medium can be raised as

high as up to 60%, compared to using air - steam mixed working

medium, depending on used proportions in the mix. This means

that power output can be raised compared to otherwise similar

plants .

These advantages and parameter data are in principle

applicable also to the main aspect of the invention.

Preferably at least one water conduit leads to the solar

radiation receiver for supply of liquid water to be sprayed

into the solar radiation receiver.

It is also preferred if the steam generator includes a

fuel burner device for providing an auxiliary steam generation

heat source .

Highly preferred is that an auxiliary turbine unit is

connected with an inlet to the solar radiation receiver so as



to receive said medium stream and, with an outlet leading to

the turbine assembly, the auxiliary turbine unit being coupled

to an auxiliary electric generator.

The solar radiation receiver, the auxiliary turbine unit

and the auxiliary electric generator are preferably included

in an integrated unit.

It is preferred that the auxiliary turbine unit is

connected directly to the solar radiation receiver.

A condenser is advantageously arranged downstream of the

steam generator, as seen in the medium stream, so as to obtain

liquid water condensate downstream of the turbine assembly. A

liquid water condensate outlet from the condenser is suitably

connected to the steam generator.

At least part of said steam to the solar radiation

receiver, is preferably used for cooling of parts of the

auxiliary turbine unit.

The solar radiation receiver is preferably positioned in

a focal area of a solar radiation reflector cluster that

includes a set of distributed solar radiation reflectors which

are controlled so as to reflect solar radiation to the solar

radiation receiver.

The solar radiation receiver, and at occasions the

auxiliary turbine unit, is preferably arranged to be

positioned at a first location and the turbine assembly

positioned at a second location, at a distance from the first

location .

It is preferred that the first position is elevated in

respect of the solar radiation reflector cluster, such as at a

top region of a tower, with the turbine assembly being

positioned at a lower level.

A method according to the secondary aspect of the

invention for operating a power generation plant includes

heating a medium stream in a solar radiation receiver and



expanding the heated medium stream in a turbine assembly,

extracting energy from said turbine assembly in an electric

power generator. Heat is extracted for steam production from

an outlet flow from the turbine assembly by a steam generator,

and produced steam is led from a steam outlet from the steam

generator to an inlet of the solar radiation receiver.

This secondary aspect plant and its corresponding method

are arranged to operate with essentially steam only.

It may thus however be advantageous or necessary to

provide a combustion unit in the medium stream so as to e.g.

simplify start-up of operation after a standstill. This can be

achieved, as an example, by simply firing in the steam

generator by liquid fuels and added air such that the steam

generator includes a fuel burner device for providing an

auxiliary steam generation heat source. To be noticed is that

the condenser under such start-up sequences needs to work with

a combustion exhaust exit . The steam generator and condenser

pressure should be a bit up from ambient, while preferred

pressure under normal operation should adapt to local cooling

conditions and feed water requirements.

Achieved advantages relating to the different features of

the secondary aspect correspond to the advantages being

obtained through the corresponding individual features

relating to the main aspect of the invention and being

discussed in detail above. The above discussion regarding what

is achieved through the individual features of the main aspect

of the invention is therefore applicable to features of the

secondary aspect to the extent that these features are in

common to both aspects.

Corresponding advantages are also obtained through the

features relating to inventive methods of operating a power

generation plant according to respective main and secondary

inventive aspects.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The invention will now be described in greater detail at

the background of embodiments and with reference to the

drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a power generation plant according to the

invention,

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically the layout of a first

embodiment of a power generation plant,

Fig. 3 shows a second embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant,

Fig. 4 shows a third embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant,

Fig. 5 shows a fourth embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant,

Fig. 6 shows a fifth embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant,

Fig. 7 shows a sixth embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant,

Fig. 8 shows a seventh embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant,

Fig. 9 shows a eighth embodiment of an inventive power

generation plant, and

Fig. 10 is a flow chart of a method according to the

invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 shows a power generation plant 1 having a set of

distributed reflectors 2 for reflecting solar radiation onto a

solar radiation receiver (also called "receiver" here) . 3

indicates the active part of the power generation plant which

includes a top unit 4 being an integral unit which includes a

solar radiation receiver and possibly an auxiliary turbine



unit having connected to it (an) auxiliary power consumer (-s)

such as a compressor assembly and/or an auxiliary electric

generator. The top unit 4 is at a first position and

preferably also includes a combustor for allowing operation of

the plant also during times when solar radiation energy is to

be topped-up, is low or does not exist.

The top unit 4 is positioned at the top of a tower 5

which includes conduits for transmitting process medium

between the top unit 4 and a ground unit 6 , which is at a

second position and in turn includes a turbine assembly and an

electric power generator. The ground unit 6 further includes a

steam generator and a water recovery condenser. The elements

of the top and ground units are not shown.

Fig. 2 shows in detail a first embodiment of the

invention, wherein, in the top unit 4 , there is illustrated a

solar radiation receiver 7 which has a steam inlet and a

liquid spray water inlet 33.

Compressed air is provided by an air compressor unit 28,

which in turn is driven by a turbine assembly 13 having an

inlet being connected via the combustor 8 to an outlet of the

solar radiation receiver 7 . The compressor unit 28 has an air

inlet 12 . Between the solar radiation receiver 7 and the

turbine assembly 13 there is positioned a combustor 8 for

providing combustion energy to the process to an extent to be

determined by a CPU unit (not shown) being included in the

plant, said combustor having a fuel inlet 11. Fuel to be used

in the combustor can be gasified biological fuel or any other

suitable fuel . Air from the air compressor assembly

constitutes combustion air for the combustor 8 .

The turbine assembly 13 drives an electrical power

generator 14 for the production of electrical energy. Process

medium exiting the turbine assembly 13 is led to a steam (and

hot water) generator 15 for the production of steam and heated



water to be delivered to the top unit 4 for introduction into

the solar radiation receiver 7 . Downstream of the steam

generator 15 the process medium is led to a water recovery-

condenser 16 which in turn is connected to air cooler 17, for

condenser cooling, and is also connected to the steam

generator 15 for supplying the same with feed water for the

hot water and steam production. Water pressure is raised to a

desired level by means of a pump 27 being positioned between

the water recovery condenser 16 and the steam generator 15. 29

indicates a conduit for transmitting part of the steam from

the steam generator 15 to/through the turbine for cooling

purposes. See above in respect of the cooling issue.

Fig. 3 shows an embodiment, wherein an auxiliary turbine

unit 9 is arranged in the ground unit 6 , and having, via the

combustor 8 , a steam inlet being connected to an outlet of the

solar radiation receiver 7 . Between the solar radiation

receiver 7 and the auxiliary turbine unit 9 there is

positioned a combustor 8 having a fuel inlet 11.

Process medium exiting the auxiliary turbine unit 9 and

thus having reduced pressure and temperature is led to the

inlet of the turbine assembly 13 which in turn drives the

electrical power generator 1 . Process medium exiting the

turbine assembly 13 is led as is described above in respect of

Fig. 2 .

In the embodiment of Fig. 3 , an air compressor assembly

10 is shown being driven by the auxiliary turbine unit 9 and

having an air inlet emanating from the compressor unit 28

which is driven by the turbine assembly 13 . The compressor

unit 28 in turn has an air inlet 12. Air exiting air

compressor assembly 10 constitutes combustion air for the

combustor 8 .

35 indicates a steam generator positioned between the

compressor unit 28 and the compressor assembly 10 and 36



indicates a steam generator positioned between the compressor

assembly 10 and the combustor 8 . Generated steam is led to the

solar radiation receiver 7 .

Besides driving the air compressor assembly 10, the

auxiliary assembly 9 is in this case also connected to an

auxiliary power generator 18 for the production, to a certain

extent, of electrical energy. Pressurized feed water for steam

generators 35 and 36 inlets comes from condenser exit,

downstream of the liquid water pump 27.

The embodiment in Fig. 4 differs from the one in Fig 2 ,

mainly in that means are arranged, for heat transfer purposes,

to inlet the compressed air from the compressor unit 28

upstream of the combustor 8 , to a secondary circuit of a heat

exchanger 34 having a primary circuit being connected for heat

transfer from the solar radiation receiver 7 . Steam heated by

the receiver is thus used for heating combustion air taking

advantage of the superior heat transfer properties of steam

compared to air. The primary circuit leads back to the solar

radiation receiver 7 for a second turn through the receiver 7

after having passed through the heat exchanger 34 and finally

enter the inlet of combustor 8 . This improves vastly the

capacity of heat transfer from receiver to turbine unit.

Fig. 5 shows in more detail another embodiment of the

invention, wherein, in the top unit 4 , there is illustrated a

solar radiation receiver 7 together with the auxiliary turbine

unit 9 and between these components there is positioned a

combustor 8 for providing combustion energy to the process to

an extent to be determined by the CPU unit (not shown) , said

combustor having a fuel inlet 11 .

Process medium exiting the auxiliary turbine unit 9 and

thus having reduced pressure and temperature is led down to

the ground unit 6 , wherein it is received at the inlet of the

turbine assembly 13 which in turn drives the electrical power



generator 14 for the production of electrical energy. Process

medium exiting the turbine assembly 13 is led as is described

above .

In the embodiment of Fig. 5 , the air compressor assembly

10 is shown having an air inlet 12 from the surroundings.

Besides driving the air compressor assembly 10, the

auxiliary assembly 9 is in this case also connected to an

auxiliary power generator 18 for the production, to a certain

extent, of electrical energy. It could be mentioned that it is

beneficial in general that much work is performed by the

auxiliary turbine unit in order that the temperature and

pressure in the conduit to the ground unit is kept relatively

low, bearing in mind the problems of heavy equipment at

elevated positions as is discussed above.

The plant in Fig. 6 i.a. differs from the one in Fig. 5

in that the air compressor assembly 10 is shown and being

comprised of a two step compressor. There is also provided a

gear box 30 for reducing the high rotational speed from the

auxiliary turbine unit 9 into a lower rotational speed so as

to better adapt to the function of a suitable generator.

In steam cycles (Rankine cycles) in general according to

the present application, process medium goes from liquid water

to superheated steam during the heat-up process. For solar

receivers it is preferred if the medium flow phase is the same

along the extension of the receiver during the heat-up

process. This is advantageous compared to the background art,

where the solar radiation receiver has to be designed to

manage heating and boiling water as well as superheating

steam.

Further according to the embodiment in Fig. 6 , hot water

is produced in the steam/water generator 15. From here it can

easily be injected and transformed to steam when mixed with

hot air. Some water injection prior to the solar radiation



receiver is an advantage as long as the injected water

evaporates such that only water in steam form reaches the

receiver 7 . The water can be injected in the compressor flow

between the two compressor steps in a first spraying station

31 and/or at the exit of the compressor assembly in a second

spraying station 32. For the compressor operation, this is

beneficial in that lower compressor work will be needed. Steam

generated this way is then advantageously passed into the

steam conduit leading to the solar radiation receiver. 33

indicates means for spraying liquid water into the receiver.

The plant in Fig. 7 differs from the one in Fig. 5 mainly

in that it has means 35 and 36 for steam production and also a

compressor unit 28 corresponding to what is shown and

described in respect of Fig. 3 .

The plant in Fig. 8 differs from the ones described above

mainly in that it is advantageously complemented with a

reheater combustor 8 ' being positioned near and upstream of

the turbine assembly 13 in order to enhance the operational

conditions for said turbine assembly in some modes of

operation and thereby give the possibility to enhance

efficiency of the entire plant. It is not excluded that the

temperature is raised by the reheater combustor as high as to

1400°C or even higher.

This arrangement makes it necessary to provide dual steam

pressure, on the one hand high pressure, as an example 55 -

110 bar to be delivered to the solar radiation receiver, and

on the other hand low pressure, as an example 20 - 40 bar to

be delivered to the reheater combustor 8'. The pump

arrangement 27 in Fig. 8 is thus constructed for delivering

steam in chosen amounts at chosen pressures to said

destinations .

This solution makes it possible to reduce temperature

top-up requirement for the auxiliary turbine unit to as an



example 1100 - 1200 C , which means that the solar radiation

receiver exit temperature without any top-up using the

combustor 8 more often is sufficient for the operation.

In this embodiment, further, a gear box is arranged to

appropriately adapt rotational speed of the first step of the

compressor assembly 10. Hereby the auxiliary turbine unit 9

may be directly connected to a high pressure compressor step

and indirectly, over a speed reducing gear transmission, to a

low pressure compressor step being included in the air

compressor assembly.

Air from the compressor, for example after the first step

of the compressor assembly 10, is advantageously delivered to

the reheater combustor 8". As an alternative, a compressor

unit (not shown) corresponding to compressor unit 28 in Fig. 7

which is driven by the turbine assembly 13 may be used to

supply air to the reheater combustor Q .

The embodiment in Fig. 9 corresponds to a secondary

aspect of the invention and works with (essentially) steam

alone, and the exit of a solar radiation receiver 7 is

directly connected to an auxiliary turbine unit 9 , which is

connected to an auxiliary power generator 18 for the

production of electrical energy.

Similar to the embodiments in Figs. 5 - 8 , process medium

exiting the auxiliary turbine unit 9 having reduced

temperature and pressure is led from a first position to the

inlet of the turbine assembly 13 being at the second position.

The turbine assembly 13 is a pure steam turbine, since, as

mentioned above, the process medium is steam alone. A steam

generator 15 is used for producing high pressure steam.

19 indicates a steam condenser which virtually recovers

all steam as water condensate, and delivers feed water to the

steam generator 15. This way a virtually closed water - steam

circuit is created. Water pressure is raised to a desired high



pressure level by means of the pump 27 being positioned

between the water recovery condenser 19 and the steam

generator 15. 29 indicates a conduit for transmitting part of

the steam from the steam generator 15 to/through the turbine

for cooling purposes. See above in respect of the cooling

issue .

Although not always necessary, it may be advantageous to

provide a combustion unit in the form of a fuel burner device

in the medium stream so as to e.g. simplify start-up of

operation after a standstill. This can be arranged by adding a

fuel burner device for firing fuel inside the steam generator.

Fig. 9 shows inlets for liquid fuel 11'" and air 12" to the

fuel burner device in association with the steam generator

arranged for firing and steam production and start-up. A small

exhaust chimney 37 for combustion gases is also indicated.

As indicated above, liquid water can be introduced into

the solar radiation receiver by spraying through spray means

33 directly into stream flow or into suitable part or parts

thereof .

Fig. 10 shows diagrammatically an exemplary method

sequence according to the invention, wherein position 20

indicates the start of the sequence.

Position 21 indicates heating a medium stream in a solar

radiation receiver and passing the heating medium stream to an

auxiliary turbine unit.

Position 22 indicates expanding the medium stream in the

auxiliary turbine unit and passing the expanded medium to a

turbine assembly.

Position 23 indicates expanding the medium stream further in

the turbine assembly.

Position 24 indicates passing the medium stream from the

turbine assembly to a steam generator for recovering energy



downstream of the turbine assembly and passing the so

generated steam to the solar radiation receiver.

Position 25 indicates passing-on process medium exiting the

steam generator to a water recovery condenser for the

production of feed water to the steam generator.

Position 26 indicates the end of the sequence.

According to the main aspect of the invention, the

sequence is advantageously complemented with providing

combustion energy, as is discussed above, and the invention

can be further modified within the scope of the annexed

claims .



Claims :

1 . Power generation plant including a solar radiation

receiver (7) for heating a medium stream and a turbine

assembly (13) being arranged to receive the heated medium

stream from the solar radiation receiver, said turbine

assembly being coupled to an electric power generator (14) ,

characterized in

- that a combustor (8) is positioned downstream of the solar

radiation receiver (7) and upstream of the turbine assembly,

(13) ,

- that an air compressor unit (10,-28) having a compressed air

outlet is arranged to supply compressed combustion air to the

combustor (8) , and

- that a steam generator (15) is arranged to extract heat from

an outlet flow from the turbine assembly (13) , and to produce

steam to be transmitted to a medium stream inlet of the solar

radiation receiver (7) and subsequently to the combustor.

2 . Plant according to claim 1 , wherein the solar radiation

receiver (7) is arranged to be positioned at a first location

(4) and the turbine assembly is arranged to be positioned at a

second location (6) , at a distance from the first location,

3 . Plant according to claim 1 or 2, wherein a condenser

(16) is arranged downstream of the steam generator, and that

means are arranged to transfer liquid water obtained by the

condenser to one or more from the group: the steam generator

(15) , the solar radiation receiver (7) , a circuit of the air

compressor unit (10;28) , the compressed air outlet of the air

compressor unit (10; 28) .



4 . Plant according to any one of the previous claims,

wherein an auxiliary turbine unit (9) is arranged downstream

of the solar radiation receiver and upstream of said turbine

assembly (13 ).

5 . Plant according to claim 4 , wherein the auxiliary

turbine unit (9) is drivingly connected to the air compressor

unit (10) and/or an auxiliary electric generator.

6 . Plant according to claim 5 in dependence of claim 2 ,

wherein the auxiliary turbine unit (9) , the air compressor

unit (10) and, at occasions, the auxiliary electric generator

is/are placed in the first position adjacent to the solar

radiation receiver (7) .

7 . Plant according to any one of the claims 4 - 6 , wherein

each one of the turbine assembly (13) and the auxiliary

turbine unit (9) drives a compressor unit and/or an electric

generator .

8 . Plant according to any one of the previous claims,

wherein a reheater combustor (8") is positioned upstream of

the turbine assembly (13), downstream of the auxiliary turbine

unit (9) .

9 . Plant according to any one of the previous claims,

wherein means are arranged for heat transfer purposes to inlet

the compressed air, upstream of the combustor (8), to a

secondary circuit of a heat exchanger having at least one

primary circuit being connected for heat transfer from the

solar radiation receiver, said at least one primary circuit

after exit from the heat exchanger leading back to the solar

radiation receiver.



10. Plant according to any one of the previous claims,

wherein it includes auxiliary steam generation means

recovering heat from any one of: an intercooler circuit of the

air compressor unit (10;28) , the compressed air outlet of the

air compressor unit (10;28) ; wherein means are arranged to

transfer generated steam to the solar radiation receiver.

11. Plant according to any one of the previous claims,

wherein mixing means are arranged for mixing compressed air to

be heated in the solar radiation receiver with steam so as to

form said medium stream.

12. Plant according to any one of the previous claims,

wherein a control unit is arranged to regulate the operation

of the air compressor unit (10,-28) in respect of compressed

combustion air production as a response to operation of the

combustor (-s) (8; 8').

13 . Method of operating a power generation plant including

heating a medium stream in a solar radiation receiver (7) and

passing the heated medium stream to a turbine assembly (13) ,

wherein electric power is extracted from said turbine assembly

by an electric power generator (14) , characterized in

- that the medium stream downstream of the solar radiation

receiver (7) and upstream of the turbine assembly (13) is

heated in a combustor (8) ,

- that compressed combustion air is produced in an air

compressor unit (10;28) and supplied to the combustor (8) , and

- that heat is extracted from an outlet flow from the turbine

assembly (13) by a steam generator (15) and produced steam is

transmitted to an inlet of the solar radiation receiver (7)



and subsequently to the combustor.

14. Method according to claim 13, wherein the solar

radiation receiver (7) is positioned at a first location (4)

and the turbine assembly is positioned at a second location

(6) , at a distance from the first location,

15. Method according to claim 13 or 14, wherein condensation

is effected downstream of the steam generator, and liquid

water obtained by the condenser is transferred to one or more

from the group: the steam generator (15), the solar radiation

receiver (7), a circuit of the air compressor unit (10;28),

the compressed air outlet of the air compressor unit (10,-28) .

16. Method according to any one of the claims 13 - 15,

wherein the medium stream downstream of the solar radiation

receiver and upstream of said turbine assembly (13) is

expanded in an auxiliary turbine unit (9) .

17. Method according to claim 16, wherein the auxiliary

turbine unit (9) drives the air compressor unit (10; 28) and/or

an auxiliary electric generator.

18. Method according to any one of the claims 13 - 17,

wherein a compressor unit and/or an electric generator is

driven by each one of the turbine assembly (13) and the

auxiliary turbine unit (9) .

19. Method according to any one of the claims 13 - 18,

wherein the medium stream upstream of the turbine assembly

(13) and downstream of the auxiliary turbine unit (9) is

reheated in a reheater combustor (8') .



20. Method according to any one of the claims 13 - 19,

wherein upstream of the combustor (8) , the compressed air is

heat exchanged with at least one closed branch stream from the

solar radiation receiver.

21. Method according to any one of the claims 13 - 20,

wherein auxiliary steam is generated by recovering heat from

one or more of: a circuit of the air compressor unit (10,-28) ,

the compressed air outlet of the air compressor unit (10;28) ;

wherein means are arranged to transfer generated steam to the

solar radiation receiver.

22. Method according to any one of the claims 13 - 21,

wherein compressed air to be heated in the solar radiation

receiver is mixed with steam so as to form said medium stream.

23. Method according to any one of claims 13 - 22, wherein

the operation of the air compressor unit (10,-28) is regulated

in respect of compressed combustion air production as a

response to operation of the combustor (8) .

24. Power generation plant (1) including a solar radiation

receiver (7) for heating a medium stream and a turbine

assembly (13) being arranged to receive the heated medium

stream from the solar radiation receiver, said turbine

assembly being coupled to an electric power generator (14) ,

characterized in

- that a steam generator (15) is connected to an outlet from

the turbine assembly (13) so as to extract heat from an

outlet flow from the turbine assembly (13) for steam

production, and

- that a steam outlet from the steam generator (15) is



connected to an inlet of the solar radiation receiver for

leading produced steam into the solar radiation receiver.

25. Plant according to claim 24, wherein at least one water

conduit leads to the solar radiation receiver for supply of

liquid water to be sprayed into the solar radiation receiver.

26. Plant according to claim 24 or 25, wherein the steam

generator includes a fuel burner device for providing an

auxiliary steam generation heat source.

27. Plant according to any one of the claims 24 - 26,

wherein :

- an auxiliary turbine unit (9) is connected with an inlet to

the solar radiation receiver so as to receive said medium

stream and, with an outlet leading to the turbine assembly,

and

- the auxiliary turbine unit (9) is coupled to an auxiliary

electric generator (18) .

28. Plant according to claim 27, wherein the solar radiation

receiver (7) , the auxiliary turbine unit (9) and the auxiliary

electric generator (18) are included in an integrated unit.

29. Plant according to claim 27 or 28, wherein the auxiliary

turbine unit (9) is connected directly to the solar radiation

receiver (7) .

30. Plant according to any one of the claims 24 - 29, wherein

a condenser (19) is arranged downstream of the steam generator

(15) , as seen in the medium stream, so as to obtain liquid

water condensate downstream of the turbine assembly (13) .



31. Plant according to claim 30, wherein a liquid water

condensate outlet from the condenser (19) is connected to the

steam generator (15) .

32. Plant according to any one of the claims 24 - 31, wherein

it is arranged that at least part of said steam to the solar

radiation receiver, is used for cooling of parts of the

auxiliary turbine unit.

33. Plant according to any one of the claims 24 - 32, wherein

the solar radiation receiver (7) is positioned in a focal area

of a solar radiation reflector cluster (2) that includes a set

of distributed solar radiation reflectors (2) which are

controlled so as to reflect solar radiation to the solar

radiation receiver (7) .

34. Plant according to any one of the claims 24 - 33, wherein

the solar radiation receiver (7) , and at occasions the

auxiliary turbine unit (9) , is arranged to be positioned at a

first location (4) and the turbine assembly is arranged to be

positioned at a second location (6) , at a distance from the

first location.

35. Plant according to claim 34, wherein the first position

is elevated in respect of the solar radiation reflector

cluster (2) , such as at a top region of a tower (5) , with the

turbine assembly (13) being positioned at a lower level.

36. Method for operating a power generation plant (1)

including heating a medium stream in a solar radiation

receiver (7) and expanding the heated medium stream in a

turbine assembly (13) , extracting energy from said turbine

assembly in an electric power generator (14) , characterized in



- that heat is extracted for steam production from an outlet

flow from the turbine assembly (13) by a steam generator (15),

and

- that produced steam is led from a steam outlet from the

steam generator (15) to an inlet of the solar radiation

receiver .

37. Method according to claim 36, wherein liquid water is

supplied for spraying into the receiver.

38. Method according to claim 36 or 37, wherein auxiliary

heat for steam generation is provided by a fuel burner device

in the steam generator.

39. Method according to any one of the claims 36 - 38,

wherein said medium stream from the solar radiation receiver

is inlet for expansion to an auxiliary turbine unit (9) , and

is outlet to the turbine assembly, and wherein energy is

extracted from the auxiliary turbine unit (9) by an auxiliary

electric generator (18) .

40. Method according to any one of the claims 36 - 39,

wherein liquid water condensate is obtained in a condenser

downstream of the steam generator (15) , and wherein obtained

water is led to the steam generator (15) for steam and/or hot

water production.

41. Method according to any one of the claims 36 - 40,

wherein at least part of said steam to the solar radiation

receiver is used for cooling of parts of the auxiliary turbine

unit .
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